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Inside: Women in Prison

Newsletter #206

A Call to Resist Illegitimate Authority

May, 1988

The Abuses of U.S. Prisons"Warehousing" is Too Nice a
Word
health care programs resulting in people
dying because of their race and class.
Combine these ills with the horrors of
imprisonment, and the genocidal effect
should be clear.
Some people sit quietly by, shaking their
heads in sorrow when one more child dies
in the flames of a firetrap; one more child
is caught up in drug use and destroys
her /his mind because there is no sign of
hope visible on the horizon; one more child
moving to adulthood is locked up in prison
where s/he is subjected to the degradation
inherent in imprisonment and taught an
even better lesson about not respecting
"authority" since authority does not
respect her/him. These ''well-intentioned"
people are part of the problem.

ADJOA A. AIYETORO

M,e

than half a million people are
locked up in the prisons throughout the
United States. The steadily rising prison
population is not reflective of major increases in the crime rate. Rather, it reflects
the choice of legislators, judges, prosecutors and many ordinary citizens to take
the too-easy "solution" and build more
cages for people rather than redirect our
social, economic and political energies and
resources.
It is, of course, a lot easier for the
''haves'' of this society to choose prisons
rather than full employment, guaranteed
decent housing, child care, comprehensive
health care, and educational and vocational opportunities not tied to money but
to interest and ability. It is easier to choose
prisons when that choice is to a greater extent visited upon those whom we disenfranchise because of their race, economic
status or political persuasions. Those people striving to become part of the
"American dream" and those who believe
they are part of it, are all too ready to incarcerate people of color, the poor, and
political activists.
Many of those with whom they seek to
rub shoulders, however, are the villains of
what Malcolm X terms the "American
nightmare,'' murdering and maiming the

Maxi.uun Security Prison, MA.
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poor and people of color on a daily, nay
hourly basis: police use of excessive and
deadly force; racially motivated violence;
factories that are death traps exposing
workers to haz.ardous equipment, brown
lung, black lung and other diseases; poorly
equipped schools with underpaid and
frustrated teachers; an unemployment rate
for people of color that is more than twice
that of Caucasians; delapidated housing
exposing poor children and their families
to lead-based paint, rats, insufficient and
haz.ardous heating systems; and inadequate

Prisom in the United States:
A commentary on inhumanity.
The degree of civilimtion in a society can
be judged by entering its prisom.

-Fyodor Dostoevsky
Forty-five states, the District of Columbia Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands are
under court order or currently involved in
litigation involving the conditions under
which they are warehousing prisoners.
In addition, there are a number of
court orders or pending suits against the
Federal Bureau of Prisons challenging the
manner in which federal prisoners are
treated. One of the most recently filed

continued on page seven

Letters
Donate Your Stock To Resist

RESIST has gradually been making its
way into the prisons. Recently we
received these letters Dear Resist,
It's been five months since I received my
first issue of Resist, and it just keeps getting
better! I wish you knew how good it feels to
once again be aware of what is happening
out there ... positive change is happening,
and you are helping me keep aware of that.
At first, the Tennessee Prison for Women
seemed like a pretty benign place. The dormitories are clean and relatively comfortable. The grounds are nice, and we have a
decent gymnasium and library. And Tennessee is progressive enough to allow
mothers to have their children visit for the
weekend. That, I believe, is wonderful!
But what about the prisoners who are
treated like animals because they have
psychological problems? How can we
justify keeping them in "dry cells" for
months at a time? How can we think it's all
right to take them out only in handcuffs,
shackles and waist chains-and with an
armed guard?
What of the woman on Death Row who
was left in her room during a recent minor
fire because there were no extra guards
around to deal with her? -Recently the
Warden decided the death row resident
could work in the Property Room. Wonderful! Unless you know that "they" built a
cage to keep her in while she's there. Can
you imagine how she must feel when an inmate or a guard-or a visitor-comes into
the property room and sees her caged like
an animal?
Medical care is atrocious. The food is
unhealthy. Favors can be gotten by
"accommodating" certain staff members
sexually, and giving away what little dignity
is left. There is no privacy. Our curtains
were removed recently because they were
not fireproof. Can sheets, towels and bedspreads be far behind? Now, the men in the
Perimeter Patrol trucks can see every move
we make. Scary.
Prison is not supposed to be fun ... but I
would think that rehabilitation would make
more sense than punishment. There are no
easy answers . Some people, because of their
actions, need to be separated from society.
But there has to be a better way. Thanks
again for keeping us informed about your
struggles. I look forward to the day when I
can once again be on the front lines instead
of the bleachers!
-Peace, Josie Ashcraft

A few months later we received
another letter from the same writer.
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Last year we encouraged our supporters to donate to Resist their shares
of stock in corporations which did
business in South Africa, or polluted
the environment, or had large military
contracts. Many of you responded by
turning your shares over to us, and we
in turn sold them.
We would like, once again, to encourage you to consider giving Resist
stock. Not only is it a good way for you
to get rid of stock in corporations
whose goals go against your own-it
makes financial sense.
If you donate stock to us it is a taxdeductible contribution for you, and
you won't have to pay taxes on the
capital gains. And because we are a
non-profit, tax-exempt orgnaization,
we won't have to pay taxes either.
Everyone wins.
Call us at 617-623-5110 if you need
more information.

-Nancy Wechsler
Resist Sta/f

. . .Things have gotten crazier since my last
letter. Last week, they removed all scissors
from the dormitories and the school.
Scissors have been available to be checked
out by the inmates since 1969 with no incidents of violence or suicide attempts involving them. Now they are considered
dangerous. We are left with no way to trim
our hair in the dorms, and no way to do
anything that involves cutting in the school.
I am interested to see how I put together the
next paper with ... [Ashcraft is editor of
the prison newspaper].
It's hard to reconcile what I know about
myself: the creativity, my musical abilities,
my love of the mountains, my intense love
for my child ... with being a prisoner who is
harrassed daily, strip-searched before being
allowed to go to a doctor, forced to show
an ID card upon entering the dining hall,
counted five times a day and locked in her
room like a child at 9:30 PM. Strange times,
indeed.
Take good care. Keep up the good work
with RESIST. I envy you your opportunity
to work for positive change!
-Peace, Josie Ashcraft
117485
3881 Stewart Lane
Nashville, TN 37219
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Women in Prison: Does Anyone
Out Here Hear?
TATIANA SHREIBER and
STEPHANIE POGGI

Elen

McGrath is a twenty-five year old
woman serving time at the Massachusetts
Correctional Institute in Framingham on a
breaking and entering charge. She has two
children, eight and two years old, who are in
foster care. She sees them once a month unless the volunteer who drives them out to
Framingham can't make it, or the children's
foster mother has made other plans for the
day ....
McGrath left home when she was thirteen
because she was being sexually abused by
her father. That's when her "life of crime"
began - small crimes that landed her in
juvenile detention facilities. In and out of
such institutions and foster care homes for
years, Ellen eventually started using drugs.
She was pregnant at age 16 and had her first
child. When she was arrested on drug
charges, she went to prison and the child was
taken into state custody.
After a year inside, she tried to start her
life over, regaining her child and finding an
apartment. She married a man she had met
while in prison and had a second child. But
when she was evicted from her apartment
and needed money for a new place, she landed back in Framingham.

Ellen's story isn't the story of every
woman in prison, but it's not at all unusual.
Most women are young, single mothers with
children. Many left home at an early age
because of sexual or physical abuse. Close to
90 percent have a history of alchoholism or
serious drug addiction. One half are women
of color and nearly all come from families
surviving below the poverty level.
Prison is usually the last stop for women
who have had very few options in their lives.
By the time a judge hands down a prison
sentence, women are coping with serious
economic problems, poor health and-care·of
young children. Linda Thurston, coordinator of the American Friends Service
Committee's Justice program, points out
that, ''You're coming from a community
where the unemployment rate is high,
you 're coming from a community where the
poverty level is high, you're coming from a
community where the level of hope and the
level of belief that you can pull yourself out
of it is often very low. A woman comes out
of that and lands in prison - and just being

able to get herself to believe she can move
through the prison experience out to the
street and then survive out there doing
something other than what got her into
prison in the first place is very difficult.''
More women than ever before are being
imprisoned in the U.S., and since 1980 the
rate of incarceration for women has been increasing faster than that for men. This is due
in part to growing poverty and in part to a
trend toward imprisonment over probation.

for women offenders would be a better and
cheaper way of housing women now behind
the walls. Yet, there's very little community
activism pushing for programs that would
comprehensively address the needs of
women at risk for imprisonment or improve
life inside the prisons. Ruth Ann Jones, the
Director of Massachusetts Parole Board,
says her agency and the other agencies in the
criminal justice system are receiving no outside pressure to develop programs for
women.
Certainly there is no deafening noise on
behalf of men in prison, but for women, the
silence is almost complete. Perhaps this
silence can be attributed to the fact that
women still make up only a small proportion of the people in prison or to the fact
that women are less likely to riot, file
lawsuits or otherwise call attention to their
situations than men. This isn't to say that
women passively accept prison life, but
organized opposition to the system is extremely difficult to achieve. They are often
in poor health and have children to worry
about. In addition, women who challenge
their sentences or speak up about conditions
inside frequently face retribution in the
form of negative parole recommendations,
punishment or denial of "privileges."
The fact that women inside can't turn the
system around on their own means that
awareness and action on the part of progressives on the outside are essential. The
first step to doing something to change the
way we cope with ''crime" is to get educated

Prison administrators acknowledge that most women in
their custody are not a danger to society. From wardens to
counselors to line stafJ, they concur that alternative
community-based placements for women offenders would
be a better and cheaper way of housing women now
behind the walls.
There is no evidence to support the idea that
feminism has resulted in women committing
more violent crimes or other "male" crimes.
Women's "crimes" have stayed the same;
they are property- or poverty-related crimes
such as petty larceny, fraud, receiving stolen
property or shoplifting. Others are inside
for prostitution or drug-related crimes.
Prison administrators acknowledge that
most women in their custody are not a
danger to society. From wardens to
counselors to line staff, they concur that
alternative community-based placements

about how the system works and how
women live inside. If we continue to accept
the myth of prisons as a reasonable means to
keep criminals off the streets (if not a means
to rehabilitate wrongdoers) and if we continue to imagine women prisoners as faceless
hardened "offenders," the prison population will soar even higher and nothing will
change. Prisons get away with flagrant
abuse, in large part because we don't try to
see inside and therefore, can't speak up. The
system depends on our lack of knowledge
and consequent inability to act.

continued on page four
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continued from page three
One of the most obvious forms of abuse
prevalent is both women's and men's
prisons is overcrowding. Decrepid buildings
now house three or four times as many
prisoners as they were built for. Women,
often in poor health and coming off drugs
cold-turkey, must share woefully inadequate toilets and showers. Prisons bursting
at the seams are also routinely understaffed
and therefore unable to provide adequate
health care. Jo-Anna Rorie, of Women's
Health and Learning Center, a private nonprofit agency offering health counseling and
advocacy to women prisoners at MCIFramingham, advises women to wait until
they get out to deal with serious medical problems. Treatment inside may be inappropriate, inconsistent or completely
unavailable.
Reproductive Rights Denied

About ten percent of all women in U.S.
prisons are pregnant. It's nearly impossible
to get nutritious food, fresh air or exercise in
prison, much less appropriate pre-natal
care. In fact, pregnant women may be
treated particularly badly because pregnancy is seen as a disruption to normal routine
and security. A study commissioned for the
California Dept. of Health found that more
than a third of prison pregnancies ended in
late-term miscarriage, more than twice the
rate outside prisons. In one jail, only 20% of
the pregnancies resulted in live births.
Carolyn McCall, of the Oakland-based
Prison Match program, which conducted
the study, reports that women most often
make the long trip to the hospital in a bumpy
bus, may be shackled all the way there, and
are then kept under constant watch by a
guard during the birth and afterwards. "It's
ridiculous. You just delivered a baby! Where
are you going to go? And yet they're guarding
you like you're Fort Knox!" said one
Massachusetts prisoner.
Women in Mass. are currently taken away
from their newborns after 48 hours and
returned to prison. There, they cope with
the grief and loss completely alone.
However, an alternative facility to provide
pregnant prisoners in Mass. with pre- and
post-natal care will be available this fall. The
program, to be run by Social Justice for
Women, a Boston-based private group offering services to incarecerated wo.men, is
the first of its kind in the country. (A recent
article in The Progressive, Feb.1988) provides a more complete picture of prison
pregnancy.)

Other reproductive rights are also severely
curtailed for women inside. Mass., one of
the few states to provide Medicaid funds for
poor women seeking abortion, fails to cover
the procedure for imprisoned women. Thus,
inmates must usually attempt to finance
abortions for themselves, which means hoping community groups can raise the funds.
The delays often result in second trimester
abortions, a far more dangerous and costly
procedure that must be performed in a
hospital rather than a clinic.
Medical care and basic sanitation are at
their worst in disciplinary units, isolation
cells, and maximum security cells where
women can be housed from days to years
under 22-hours a day lock up with little access to programs and exercise. Women who
have not yet been convicted, but who cannot
make bail, also face particularly appalling
conditions. Because their security status has
not yet been determined, they are treated as
the most dangerous of offenders. Their access to the law library, where they might be
able to prepare for their cases, is minimal.
In fact, the worst of a bad system comes
down on the women not yet convicted, pregnant women and those with serious medical
needs, mentally ill women (often housed in
isolation units), and women who speak out
for their rights and are branded troublemakers.
Daily Insanity

Less obvious, but equally destructive to
women's mental and physical health, is the
daily insanity of life behind bars. The
bizarre bureaucracy of prisons means that
the simplest request requires volumes of

Page Four
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paperwork before it can be attended to. According to Nicole Hahn Rafter, a
criminologist at Northeastern University,
women's prisons employ many more petty
rules and regulations than men's prisons.
Historically, women's prisons were
established to turn rebellious girls into
housewives and ladies. Prison policy is still
guided by the notion that women can be
"corrected" by learning to conform with
hundreds of regulations.
There are rules about bedtime, wash time,
meal time, floor-sweeping time and toothbrushing time. There are rules about what
can be taped on which walls. Rules concerning what is contraband and what isn't
change daily. Sara Cox, a prisoner in the
Ohio Reformatory for women, said her
family once sent her a pair of pin-striped
pants. Suddenly, pin-striped pants were illegal, although no rules against them were to
be found anywhere. ''You can't question it.
If you ask why, they'll say, 'If you keep bugging us we'll take away all your clothes and
you '11 have to wear a uniform.' All I'm saying is what's so dangerous about a pair of
pin-striped pants that now we cannot have
them?''
While the above rules may seem more petty than cruel, they serve to impress upon
women their powerlessness and to keep
them anxious. Even if they follow the
changing rules, they can still get written up
on the fall-back rule - ''disobeying any rule
or order.'' Women who question the rules
are often threatened with disciplinary action
- usually several days lock-up in their
rooms or "early bed" which means being
locked in at 6 or 8pm each night for days or
weeks.
.
d
I':'

continue on page J 1ve
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Women
continued f ram page four
Lesbians in prison pose a particular
challenge to the administration's image of
what a woman is supposed to be. As a result,
they may be subjected to extra surveillance
and be treated "like a man." Prisons in
general discourage friendship or compassion between prisoners and any physical expression of affection is prohibited. Still,
rules against "physical contact" may be
overlooked for many prisoners, but enforced against known lesbians. One lesbian who
received a disciplinary ticket for lending a
sweater to a friend (illegal under the ''no
lending or borrowing" rule) was told she
didn't "know the difference between compassion and passion." Censorship of gay
and lesbian reading materials is routine in
prisons, despite the fact that suits brought in
the early '80s appeared to make most censorship inside illegal.
Mothers in Prison

While many women try to keep to
themselves to avoid breaking rules or getting
into arguments, there is little or no privacy
in prison and women must cope with almost
constant noise in any common area. At the
same time, women live with enforced
separation from their families. Many
women in prison have been the sole
caretakers of their children. Frequently,
once the women are inside, the children go
to relatives who are not supportive of the
woman or they go into foster care. In some
states, a woman can lose permanent custody
of her children after a year's separation on
the grounds that the mother is guilty of
abandonment. Yet, she has been forced to
stop taking care of her kids. Children and
parents have a right to see each other, except
when the parent goes to prison. Even when
the children's caretakers are willing to bring
the children to see their mother, the long
distances they must travel make visiting prohibitive.
When children do come to visit, they must
deal with the "traps" (locked doors and corridors where metal detectors reveal "contraband''), get patted down and then somehow
try to interact with their mother in a crowded visiting room. Some states have established visiting trailer programs where a mother
can visit with her children overnight. These
are usually only available to women on prerelease status. In Mass, there are three such
trailers although there are about 300
mothers in prison.
Time Out?

But what about what prisons can offer?
Some of the best-intentioned liberals and
progressives suggest that prison can be a
place where women have "time out" from
lives that have gotten out of control. It's
true that prison may be the first place in
years that a woman is off of drugs and
doesn't have to spend all her time scraping
together money for food and shelter. But
ironically, almost every attempt a woman
makes to turn her life around while incarcerated is thwarted by the system.
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"Security needs" in prison override all
other considerations. While many
counselors and staff in prisons believe that
women should learn to take control of their
lives, the reality is that taking control is at
odds with the workings of the system. For
example, women who try to wrest health
care from the overworked health staff are
often considered "complainers" without
real problems. Far from teaching them to
take control of their lives, women's
thwarted efforts to receive care only
heighten a sense of powerlessness.

"Teach us a trade! We've got to
go out in the workforce and be
responsible for our families, so
teach us a trade. They've got the
flag room at MCI-Framingham,
but we 're not going out there
and be little Betsy Rosses, you
know what I mean?''
Programs Fail Women

The lack of useful, accessible educational
programs is another example of a system
that fails women. Many women in prison
can neither read nor write, yet GED courses
are not required in most prisons. Higher
education is usually available only to women
on minimum security status and the courses
are limited. Education is seen as a privilege
that can be taken away for "bad" behavior.
A woman who was disciplined for ironing in
her nightgown, for example, was denied further access to education despite her excellent
academic progress.
Alcoholics Anonymous and Narcotics
Anonymous are usually available in prisons,
although meetings may be limited to once a
week and are overcrowded. More comprehensive day programs are few. Those
that are established within prisons by private
agencies are so badly underfunded that they
often fold within a year of opening, leaving
particpants with nowhere to turn and no
follow-up.
All programs in prisons are undermined
by the prison environment. When women
stop using drugs, for example, they may be
flooded by emotions they have been hiding
from for years. But prison is no place to
reveal feelings. Emotional vulnerability is
seen as a weakness by other prisoners.
"People do manipulate other people in
here," said one woman. "Because you have
so little here. Those who don't have money
or family support will try to get what they
can from other prisoners." Tension is high
due to overcrowding, being under constant
watch and the threat of disciplinary action
for anything from "talking out of place" to
putting an arm around someone's shoulder
to "wearing curlers on the countline."
Psychological counseling is also
hampered. To begin with, one prison
psychologist may serve up to 250 women so
Resist Newsletter

it is impossible for long-term individual relationships to develop. All prison staff are
warned not to become too interested in any
individual and to always maintain their
"professional" distance. Client-patient
confidentiality is impossible in prison
because the psychological staff works for
the Dept. of Corrections, and prisoners say
they are afraid to talk openly.
Often, the only person a prisoner can turn
to is the one or two clergy who serve the
population. Religion becomes the only
outlet for emotional release and nonreligious women find themselves dependent
on someone whose function is to espouse
traditional Christian values. The Director of
Treatment at one women's prison said he
believed all the counseling and programs in
the world were not half so important to
women's rehabilitation as Jesus Christ.
"Not Muhammad, or Allah or Buddha, but
Jesus Christ."
Vocational Training Still Sexist

Vocational programs in prison, while inadequate for men, are much worse for
women. Despite a number of recent lawsuits
that found women in prison face discrimination in terms of access to vocational training, little has been done to change the situation. Programs for women are still generally
limited t_o sewing, cosmetology and other
sex-stereotyped occupations that won't provide women with economic independence
once they're released. "Teach us a trade,"
said Ellen McGrath, "We've got to go out in
the workforce and be responsbile for our
families, so teach us a trade. They've got the
flag room at MCI-Framingham. But we're
not going to go out there and be little Betsy
Rosses, you know what I mean?" In one
state women's prison, vocational training
consisted of teaching women to make
jewelery boxes out of popsicle sticks.
While job training is inadequate, it is
mandatory to work in prison industries and
women can be punished for refusing to do
the job assigned them. On the other hand,
the right to work is considered a
''privilege.'' Women often feel that their
job keeps them busy and physically active,
yet they can be kept from doing their job as
a disciplinary measure.
As nearly all prisoners - men and women
- are made to work, often for just pennies
a day, prisons increasingly become big
business. And the growing interest in contracting prisons out to private profit-making
corporations ensures that prisoners will continue to be viewed as a vast pool of cheap
labor power.
Pre-release programs can provide a place
where prisoners work in the community, adjusting to life outside and earning some
money to enable them to find housing upon
release. Such programs for men are currently being eliminated, as a result of budget
cuts and the Reagan administration's
manipulation of fear of crime; for women,

continued on page six
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Resources on
Prisons/Prisoners' Rights
National Advocacy Groups
American Friends Service Committee
(operates regional Criminal Justice Programs)
1501 Cherry St.
Philadelphia, PA 19102
C.U.R.E.
11 15th St., NE
Suite 6
Washington, DC 20002
National Prison Project of ACLU
1616 P St., NW 3rd Floor
Washington, DC 20036
Prison Project
(Gay and Lesbian Prisoners)
Gay Community News
62 Berkeley St.
Boston, MA 02116
Prisoners' Rights Project
(New York prisoners)
Legal Aid Society
15 Park Row
New York, NY 10038

National Criminal Justice Publications
Free to All Prisoners
(except where noted)
Fortune News
The Fortune Society
39 W. 19th St.
New York, NY 10011
Jericho (back issues available)
(National Moratorium on Prison Construction)
78 Beacon St.
Boston, MA 02108
Outlook on Justice
American Friends Service Committee
2161 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02140
Prison Network News
National Lawyers Guild
853 Broadway, No. 1705
New York, NY 10003
The National Prison Project Journal
(reduced sub rate to all prisoners: $2/yr)
American Civil Liberties Union
1616 P St. NW, Suite 340
Washington, DC 20036

Books for Prisoners
Prison Book Program
c/o Red Book
92 Green St.
Jamaica Plain, MA 02130
Books for Prisoners
cl o Left Bank Books

Box A
92 Pike St.
Seattle, WA 98101
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Women's Resources
Aid to Imprisoned Mothers
805 Peachtree St., NE, Suite 300
Atlanta, Georgia 30308
Aid to Incarcerated Mothers
88 Tremont St., Room 610
Boston, MA 02108

"Speaking Out/Reaching In," a special
supplement to Gay Community News on
lesbians in prison. Free or pay what you can.
GCN, 62 Berkeley St., Boston, MA 02116.
Women's Prison Project
P.O. Box 1911
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Legal Services for Prisoners with Children
1317 18th St.
San Francisco, CA 94107
National Campaign to Abolish the Lexington
Women's Control Unit
294 Atlantic A venue
Brooklyn, NY 11210
Prison Match
Programs for Children and Inmate Parents
2121 Russell St.
Berkeley, CA 94705
Social Justice for Women
20 West St.
Boston, MA 02111

Women
continued from page five
they have scarcely been established. When
the programs do exist, the jobs are usually at
minimum wage in factories and provide no
meaningful skills.

Getting Out
Administrators acknowledge that prisons
are not adequately preparing women to
reenter society. When women get out they
face almost insurmountable odds. They
have no money, no job, have lost ties with
family and friends, and often are faced with
trying to get their children back from foster
care agencies. In order to reclaim their
children, they have to have an apartment
and a job. With few options, women frequently end up in abusive or exploitative
relationships and find themselves becoming
reinvolved with drugs and with the activities
that got them into prison in the first place.
Laura Biddle, a pre-employment counselor
for incarcerated women with the City Mission Society in Boston, believes that if community groups welcomed women getting
out, assisting them in finding jobs _and providing counseling, the recidivism rate would
be dramatically reduced.
We may have an image of ex-prisoners as
dangerous women, but the reality is that
they are usually intimidated by the world,
fearful that the stigma of their incarceration
is written on their faces. And the emotional
aftermath of incarceration may result in
women who try to keep their distance from
others, hoping not to get into trouble, afraid
to ask for help.
While we believe it is imperative for activists to revive a call for the · abolition of
prisons, we also know there are many ways
to challenge the prison system in the meantime. Demanding adequate health care,
nutrition, exercise, drug rehabilitation programs, education and vocational training
Resist Newsletter

would be a start. Women also need
assistance in persuing legal matters related
to their sentences or conditions inside
prisons. Activists can also work to help
develop alternative sentencing programs
where women can serve their time working
in their own communities.
And there are even simpler, but equally
crucial ways of changing the "justice"
system. Breaking down the barriers between
prisoners and those outside is vital; outside
support can combat women's sense of isolation and hopelessness, perhaps aiding them to
organize inside. Make contact. Write to
prisoners. Fight censorship of prison mail.
Send articles, books, dictionaries and
resource materials to prisoners. Without our
attention, prisons continue to destroy
women's lives - unabated, and unaccountable. D

Tatiana Schreiber is a freelance radio
producer and is editor of the RESIST
newsletter. Her recently produced radio
documentary, "Places Like This:
Women in Prison," is available on
cassette from the American Friends Service Committee, New England Regional
Office, 2161 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02140. Stephanie Poggi
is features editor at Gay Community
News and works with the Reproductive
Rights Network of Boston (R2N2).
Poggi and Schreiber were part of the
editorial collective that produced a
special supplement of Gay Community
News on lesbians in prison. (See
resources) The names of all prisoners
quoted in this article have been changed
to protect them from possible retribution.
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continued from page one
cases, Baraldini v. Meese, 88-0764BDP, 1s
discussed later in this article. To say that
these many prisons are currently under
court order or involved in litigation probably means very little to many people.
Let's put flesh on that statistic.
Most prisons that are successfully sued
have abominable conditions: they are frequently filthy, rat and roach infested
dungeons of staff and prisoner instigated
violence, confining almost twice as many
prisoners as they were designed to confine.

ones away, but rather, letting them lay in
the trap to decompose. The shower floors
in the dormitories of the Maryland House
of Correction were crumbling, there was
slime on the walls, and there was a thick
fog of steam in these unventilated showers
in which it was difficult to breathe. The
benches in the shower were decomposing
and the light fixtures were unprotected,
posing a serious life-safety threat.
The effects of the overcrowding are
painfully evident. Imagine sitting in a

Live rats and roaches were seen . . . and the smell of rat
urine was strong on the dry goods that were to be used in
baking the prisoners' food. The filth is indescribable.
Have you ever shared your average sized
bathroom with someone for weeks,
months or even years? Can you even imagine what it would be like to be confined
in your average sized living room with 40
other people for upwards of 15 hours per
day, if you are lucky, and 23 hours per day
if you 're not? All your bodily elimination
functions are done in that small space.
You are subjected to the many moods of
your cellmate or dorm-mate and s/he to
yours. Tension in this type of living units is
high to put it mildly, and there are frequent
incidents of assault borne not only of this
foreseeable tension but also from staff being unwilling or unable to take into account assaultive histories before assigning
prisoners to multi-person cells or dormitories.
The filth is frequently so bad that the
sanitation experts hired by prisoners' attorneys to evaluate the unit often say that
if they had the authority they would close
the facility immediately as a health hazard.
In a recent tour of the Maryland Correctional Institution and the kitchen of the
Maryland Correctional Training Center,
both in Hagerstown, Maryland, and the
Maryland House of Correction in Jessup,
Maryland, environmentalist Ted Gordon
was confronted with conditions that turned
even his experienced stomach. The housing
units and the kitchens had active roach and
rat infestations. Live rats and roaches were
seen at both facilities and the smell of rat
urine was strong on the dry goods that
were to be used in baking the prisoners'
food. The filth is indescribable. Imagine
your kitchen uncleaned for months while
you cooked in it daily, only washing the
dishes out of necessity since you must have
something on which to eat. . Imagine setting mice and rat traps, catching mice and
rats but not throwing the dead or dying
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room with 90 people, all playing radios or
televisions, most engaged in conversation.
Imagine being in a room of 90 people,
clothes hanging from the beds and fixtures,
with no staff person in the room and you
are assaulted by another prisoner. Imagine
wanting to go to school or get a job in the
state industry but being told there is a year
and a half waiting list.
Additional problems plague the
Maryland Correctional Institution that are
characteristic of other prisons. Imagine being imprisoned in an institution that is 750/o
people of African descent but the staff is
980/o Caucasian, from rural America. Imagine getting a disciplinary charge for "insolence" or "disobeying a direct order"
and ending up in segregation behind a solid
steel door with no window in your cell, no
ventilation and inadequate lighting. Imagine staying in that cell for a month, two
months, perhaps a year and being told that
you must learn to control your temper
before you get out.

uncomfortable situation. We are talking
about prisoners who are killed or permanently injured due to staff's failure to
perform their duties; prisoners who die or
are permanently disabled because they
were provided no medical or mental health
care or the care provided was so below the
acceptable standard it was as if they had
not been provided the care at all.

Although the conditions of many
prisons, as described above, are criminal,
the harassment and authority games
played by staff are as difficult to stomach
but even harder to prove. The hardest problem to expose and for which to obtain a
remedy is staff harassment of prisoners.
Two courts have found that prisoners were
subjected to levels of harassment which
violated their constitutional rights. In Kendrick v. Bland, 541 F. Supp 21 (W.D. KY

1981), affirmed in relevant part 740 F.2cl
432 (6th Cir. 1984), Judge Johnstone
found the use of a prisoner informant
system violated prisoners' rights to be protected against cruel and unusual punishment. Prisoners were rewarded by being
given the services of other prisoners and
the right to run a racket. They were
punished for refusing to provide information by being threatended with knives and
being locked up in segregation. In Knop v.
Johmon, 667 F. Supp 467 (W.D. Mich.
1987) Judge Enslen held that guard staff
engaged in a pattern and practice of racial
harassment, using racial slurs against
prisoners of African descent, in violation
of the Fourteenth Amendment's Equal
Protection Clause.
What effect does this official lawlessness
have on the prisoners? As should be expected, it increases anger, decreases interest

Can you even imagine what it would be like to be
confined in your average size living room with 40 other
people for upwards of 15 hours a day if you are lucky
and 23 hours a day if you 're not?
In many cases, courts have not only
found that physical conditions of the facility violated prisoners' rights, but that staff
treatment of the prisoners did also. Failure
to protect prisoners from harm from other
prisoners, physically abusive staff, failure
to provide adequate medical and mental
health care are often cited as conditions
t hat breach the United States Constitution.
Again, as with the conditions described
above, we are not talking about merely an
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in or willingness to participate in a
meaningful way in what is perceived as a
corrupt and corrupting society.

continued on page eight

Page Seven

Warehousing
continued from page seven

Who are being subjected to these
conditions?
The overwhelming majority of the people in our prisons are poor. More than fifty
percent have not graduated from high
school. Likewise, people of color are disproportionately subjected to imprisonment. African-Americans comprise approximately 12% of the United States
population, yet they are almost four times
that percentage in the prisons. Nationally,
fifty-two percent of the persons incarcerated in state and federal prisons are
identified as "white" while forty-six percent are identified as ''black.'' The percentage of persons identified as Hispanics,
Asian-American and Native American was
slightly more than 1% of the prison
population in 1983 and 1985. The racial
composition of approximately 2 % of the
prison population is unknown. 1
These figures, although clearly indicating racial disparity, are nonetheless
deceptive. In 1985 the incarceration rate of
people of color exceeded the national
average in a numper of states. For example, in New York, African-Americans
comprised 50% of the prison population
and Hispanics 26%; in Maryland, AfricanAmericans comprised 72% of the prison
population and Louisiana they comprised
70%. These figures mean that AfricanAmericans in 1985 were overrepresented in
prisons by 365% in New York, 312% in
Maryland, and 238 % in Louisiana.
Hispanics were overrepresented in New
York by 274%.

Page Eight

Sentencing studies indicate that the
disproportionate number of people of color in our prisons is no fluke of nature.
Rather, people of color are more
frequently targetted for imprisonment when compared with similarly
situated Caucasians. In his book Black
Robes White Justice2, Judge Bruce
Wright describes racially biased treatment
of the African-American by the criminal
"justice" system. His anecdotal account of
racial bias is supported by the evidence of
sentencing studies documenting the longer
sentences received and served by people of
color as compared to Caucasians. 3 The incarceration rates for Caucasians in the
United Staes are similar to the rates for
Caucasians in European countries ''where
rates of imprisonment are relatively low,
varying from 28 per 100,CXX> in the
Netherlands to 114 per 100,CXX> in
Austria. " 4 The incarceration rate for
African-Americans
mirrors not these less punitive European
systems, but [a]partheid-ridden South
Africa which had a 1984 black incarceration rate of 404 per 100,CXX>. 5

The incareration rate for AfricanAmericans in New York State is '' twelve
times the rate for whites.' ' 6
People of color, particularly AfricanAmericans (although an increasing number
of other people of color are being incarcerated), are not only disproportionately subjected to the horrendous conditions
described above, they frequently bear the
brunt of harassment by guards. Judge
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Enslen's holding in Knop v. Johnson,
discussed above, is not a particularly exceptional case. Indeed, other prison cases
have probably used the existence of racially
derogatory language and conduct to support a finding of racially discriminatory
treatment. See, e.g., McCray v. Bennett,
467 F. Supp. 187 (M.D. Ala. 1978). The
targetting of prisoners of color leads to
what has been called a ''national pattern''
of these prisoners being the overwhelming
majority of the prisoners in segregation
units, where the worst of the
worst conditions exist.

Political Prisoners Singled Out
Likewise, prisoners who are political activists in prison or were political activists
outside of prison are often subjected to
long terms of segregation in conditions
which are destructive to both physical and
mental health. Although the courts have
held that a prisoner cannot be assigned to
segregation on the basis of his/her exercise
of constitutional rights, such as freedom of
speech, e.g., Bono v. Saxbe, 450 F. Supp.
934 (E.D. Ill. 1978), affirmed and remanded, 620 F.2d (,o<J (7th Cir. 1980), prison officials, under the guise of "classification,"
continue to punish the politically active.
A case in point is Baraldini v. Meese,
which was filed on March 22, 1988, in
behalf of prisoners in the Female High
Security Unit in Lexington, Kentucky. In
this lawsuit the plaintiffs, three women
prisoners, accuse the Federal Bureau of
Prisons of subjecting them to extreme
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Warehousing
continued
isolation, sensory deprivation and unconstitutional harassment because of the
political beliefs and ideologies of three of
the women in the unit. This is not your
rats, roaches and leaking plumbing case. It
is similar to the more difficult-to-prove
harassment. cases although it is just as injurious to the mental and physical wellbeing of the prisoner as the physical conditions described above.
Six women (the sixth woman was assigned to the facility on March 21, 1988)
are confined in an underground prison.
They have little exposure to natural light
and fresh air; their visitation privileges are
limited since only one woman can have a
visitor at any one time; they are required to
wear ill-fitting government issued clothing;
are allowed outdoors only one hour per
day during the week and two hours on the
weekend; must take showers water that
is often too cold to be comfortable,
necessitating them bathing in the utility
sink in the laundry room; are allowed no
privacy since the unit is monitored by
cameras as well as guards who walk in on
the women performing sanitary functions
that to most people would be private. They
are subjected to random strip searches and
routine pat searches when they take advantage of the limited outdoor times, although
the outdoor area has a metal fence and a
twenty-five foot wood fence, a camera
monitor and a guard monitor. Some of
these searches have been sexually demeaning.
Two of the prisoners who are bringing
the lawsuit are Caucasian women convicted of crimes in which they allegedly
assisted the Black Liberation Army.
Another prisoner is not a participant in the
lawsuit because of her political stand that
the United States government has no
authority over her. She is allegedly a
member of the Puerto Rican Nationalists
who are struggling to liberate their country
from United States domination. The unit is
perceived by these women, and others, as a
way of chilling the involvement of women,
particularly, in the liberation struggles of
people of color.

m

Conclusion
The prisons in the United States are
warehouses for the poor, people of color,
particularly people of African descent, and
radical political activists. They are assigned
to prison when similarly situated Caucasians either escape its throes or get much
shorter sentences. Why is it that Susan
Rosenberg, one of the plaintiffs in
Baraldini v. Meese, got 58 years for the
same crime for which the head of a white
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supremacist group received five years and
did only two? The prison system is not only abusive, it has targeted its victims in
keeping with the racist and class nature of
this society. It thus serves to advance the
interests of the haves and further encumber
the path of the have-nots as they move on
towards resisting genocide and building a
just and humane society.

•

Author's note: By the fall of 1987, after
a wave of protest against the Lexington
control unit, the Federal Bureau of
Prisons pledged to improve conditions
and eventually close it down. However,
the government is proceeding full speed
ahead with Lexington's replacement. . .
a larger maximum security prison for
Hhigh risk" women in Marianna,
Florida that will house up to 200 women.
Marianna promises to be the female
equivalent of the notorious Marion
Prison in Illinois, where for the last four
years 350 men have been locked down 23
hours a day in tiny six-by-eight-foot
cells.
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Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1983 and 1985.

2
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See Petersillia, J. ''Racial Disparities in the
Criminal Justice System," Prepared for the National Institute of Corrections (June 1983);
Frederick and Zimmerman, "Discrimination and
the Decision to Incarcerate," New York State
DCJS, May 12, 1983; Bridges and Crutchfield,
"Racial and Ethnic Disparities in
Imprisonment," Washington Public Policy
Notes, Vol. 14, No. 1 (Winter 1986); Alaska
Judicial Council, "Judicial Council Findings
Regarding Possible Racial Impact in
Sentencing" (September 6, 1978).
3

' Jim Murphy, A Question of Race: Minority/
White Incarceration in New York State, Center
for Justice Education, unnumbered page 2
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Prison Book Program, c/o Redhook,
92 Green St., Jamaica Plain, MA
02130.
One of only two such programs in
the US, the Prison Book Program has
been sending progressive literature
and basic educational materials to
prisoners across the country for fifteen years. Volunteers with the
program open thousands of letters
each year and respond to requests
ranging from dictionaries to biographies to historical works on black
liberation, the civil rights movement
and other political struggles. While
supporting study groups and individual educational efforts is an important part of the project, perhaps
as significant is its role in helping
prisoners feel less abandoned by the
outside world. It's often this kind of
support that gives prisoners the
strength to speak out for their rights
while imprisoned.
The Prison Book Program works
closely with other prisoner advocacy
groups. RESIST's recent grant went
to produce a "how to" brochure for
those who want to start a similar
program in their own community.
(See below)

(for their "protection"): jailhouse lawyers
who are filing suits on prison conditions,
organizers inside who are blunting the
divide-and-rule racist/homophobic techniques of the administrations. Access to law
or general libraries is sometimes limited
especially for those in isolation who need
them most. More and more what have
passed for prison libraries (westerns and
romances) are being converted into dormitories as overcrowding increases at a rate
of a double in population every 10
years.
Prisoners need educational (GED, etc.),
legal (rights, process, etc.) and stimulating
political/cultural reading material
desperately. What little is available to
them is largely religious (Christian).
Regional programs (your state, for example, or even just one prison) would be
especially effective. Prisoners show their
gratitude generously and teach you
something about how your criminal
justice system works.
Prison Book Program has 15 years of
experience in sending reading material to
prisoners. We'te writing a brochure on the
"tricks" of getting books in, and getting
started. Please send for a FREE copy of
"Books for prisoners" to: Prison Book
Program, 92 Green St., Jamaica Plain,
MA 02130.
- Mike Riegle
Prison Book Project

Reading Material for Prisoners
There are over half a million prisoners
in the United States. The criminal
"justice" business , from cops through
judges to prison bureaucrats, being as
racist and money/ property-oriented as it
is, has little interest in providing legal,
educational and other reading material to
those they keep in their cages. Often the
most "spirited" (resistant!) are isolated
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The Resist Pledge System
The most important source of Resist's
income is monthly pledges. Pledges
help us plan ahead by guaranteeing us
a minimum monthly income. In turn,
pledges receive a monthly reminder letter (in addition to the newsletter) which
contains news of recent grants and
other Resist activities. So take the
plunge and become a Resist pledge!
Yes, I would like to pledge $
monthly to the work of Resist.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ State __ Zip _ _
Pa1~Tm

The Question Mark, 2 Clark St.,
Norfolk, MA 02056-0043
Subtitled "A Journal of Prison
Opinion,,, The Question Mark is a
prison-based paper produced at the
Massachusetts Correctional Institute
in Norfolk, MA. It is distributed
throughout the state prison system
and to outside subscribers including
advocates, social service agencies and
libraries. The paper has been in
operation since the 1930's despite censorship, shortage of production funds
and supplies, and a staff that changes
with the whims of the prison ''classification" system. (A staff member
can be removed if his security status
changes.)
The editors use the paper not only
to inform prisoners about policies
which affect their lives, and to learn
journalism and production skills, but
to present an accurate picture to
those outside about the conditions of
prison life. Of course, these efforts
too are subject to the limitations imposed by administrative censorship.
Given the inadequacies of the "free"
press to provide this information,
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whether due to disinterest or difficulty obtaining access to the prisons, it
is important for advocates to have
prisoner-produced publications
available to them.
RESIST's grant went to assist in
ongoing publication costs for the
paper.
Men of All Colors Together
(M.A.C.T.) Boston, P.O. Box 3119,

Westport, MA 02790.
Black and White Men Together was
founded in San Francisco in 1980, as
a way for black and white gay men to
meet and socialize outside of bars.
The Boston chapter (which has
changed its name to reflect its intention to include men of all races and
ethnicities) has matured since then into an organization that is active in a
range of social and political issues.
The group has also begun to be involved in prisoner support work. Collectively, members have donated bath
towels, socks, soap and other basic
needs to prisoners. Individual
members correspond regularly with
prisoners. When a chapter of the
organization formed in an Alabama
prison, the Boston chapter sent startup funds. Difficulties getting care
packages to prisoners, and harassment experienced by the prison group
led to internal discussions in
M.A.C.T.-Boston about the "prison
issue.'' Some in the group wanted to
minimize their involvement, afraid
they would get exploited in some way
by the prisoners. Others were afraid
their resources would get ''spread too
thin,'' and others were nervous that
just discussing the issue was divisive.
But the discussions continued and
have been educational.
Many members continue to support
prison work. This has included providing educational materials about
AIDS and safer sex to prisoners. Ongoing cooperation between the prison
chapter and the Boston group enables
both to share information about how
prisoners and gay men outside are
fighting AIDS and homophobia.
RESIST's grant to M.A.C.T.Boston will provide AIDS
intervention training at the group's
national convention to be held in
Boston in July. (Information on
M.A.C.T.'s prison work from Gay
Community News)
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